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We investigate the influence of the Coulomb potential as well as the two center contribution in the angle-resolved
photoelectron spectrum, resulting from the single ionization of Hþ2 molecules by short laser pulses. We present an
extension of the Coulomb–Volkov distorted wave approximation to the Hþ2 case. This last model can be
considered as an improvement beyond the strong-field approximation (SFA) and was capable of reproducing the
structures present in near-threshold ionization in atoms.
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1. Introduction

Processes involving molecular species are sensitive to
their structure and composition. In particular, the
presence of two or more atomic sites have led to the
observation of quantum mechanical interference
effects. Within the laser–matter area, high-order
harmonic generation (HHG) in Hþ2 and H2 have
shown to be a particular scenario for observing and
studying these interference effects on a sub-Ångstrom
spatial scale (see [1] for a comprehensive review).

Other related atomic processes, in which interfer-
ence patterns appear, are single ionization of simple
molecules, e.g. Hþ2 and H2, by photon [2,3], electron
[4,5] or ion impact [6,7]. For such processes, there is a
persisting effort to model the initial (bound) and final
(continuum) electronic channels. In many cases, the
molecular ground state is well approximated using a
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). On the
other hand, the continuum electron in the presence of
two atomic centers is quite difficult to model, given the
lack of an exact solution of the Schrödinger equation
for three or more particles with Coulomb interactions.
Nevertheless, a large number of approximated models
have been able to reproduce the available experimental
data reasonably well. For electron impact ionization of
Hþ2 and H2 several approaches have been used that
take into account the multicenter nature of the initial
and final molecular wave functions. These theories
have been used to predict experimental results with
reasonable success [8–10]. Additionally, it was found
that, using two center electronic wave functions in the
recombination step in the HHG calculation in Hþ2 , the

prediction of the interference minima are comparable

to that resulting from the numerical solution of the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [11].
Focusing within the area of intense laser–molecule

interactions, interference patterns appear in several

processes such as the above cited high order harmonic

generation (HHG) and above-threshold ionization

(ATI) [12–19]. Due to the two-center interference

effect, the harmonic spectrum in diatomic molecules

exhibits a strong dependence on the molecular

orientation so that the suppression or enhancement

of certain harmonic-frequency ranges is possible (see

e.g. [1] and references therein).
The theoretical approaches to deal with HHG and

ATI in atoms can be divided in two broad groups: (i)

ab initio solutions of the TDSE in one or more

dimensions [20,21], and (ii) quantum mechanical

approximated methods based on a more phenomen-

ological approach, e.g. the SFA [22–28]. In molecules,

the solution of the TDSE represents a big computa-

tional challenge, and only spatial-reduced schemes

have been applied so far (see e.g. [1]). As a consequence

of this, the development and utilization of approxi-

mated models to predict laser-induced molecule

processes are very much welcomed.
The advent of COLTRIMS experiments has pro-

vided the theoreticians with the possibility of perform-

ing stringent tests on the different theoretical

approaches, since the imaging of the vectorial momen-

tum distribution of the reaction fragments is easily

achievable. A recent set of experiments have shown a

complex emission pattern in the two-dimensional
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momentum plane, parallel and perpendicular to the
laser polarization axis, of the laser-ionized electron
distributions near threshold, using rare-gas atoms
[29,30]. Theoretical analysis revealed that these diffrac-
tion oscillations are a result of the interference of
classical paths of the electron, released at different
times, but reaching the same Kepler asymptote in a
classical description of the electron kinematics in a
Coulomb field [31].

In order to provide another test for laser-induced
ionization theories, analysis of the momentum dis-
tribution transverse to the polarization axis have been
performed. It has been shown that, to leading order,
the (nonrelativistic) electric field of the laser does not
transfer momentum in this direction. In accordance
with the first experiments reported in [32,33], a smooth
Gaussian transverse distribution was predicted by the
seminal tunneling theory of Delone and Krainov (DK),
in which Coulomb interactions are treated as a weak
perturbation [22]. Methods based on the SFA
approach also exhibits a Gaussian-like transverse
momentum distribution [22,34,35]. Contrarily to
these predictions, recently high-resolution experiments
for single ionization of rare-gas atoms [36] showed
spectra exhibiting a sharp cusp-like structure around
zero transverse momentum. Simulations using a
Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC)-based
approach, including tunneling, reproduce the cusp
shape when the Coulomb interaction of the laser-
ionized electron with the residual parent ion is taken
into account. On the other hand, when the Coulomb
interaction is neglected after tunneling, a Gaussian
distribution is recovered in accordance with the DK
theory [34,35]. Summarizing, calculations based on the
SFA in atoms fail to properly reproduce both the
correct shape pattern near the threshold in the doubly-
differential momentum distribution and the cusp at
origin in the transversal momentum distribution. The
inclusion of Coulomb-residual effects into the final
state has been found to be important for total laser-
induced ionization rates [37] and in the description
of the bouquet-type structures and in the right–left
(also called forward–backward) asymmetry of photo-
electron spectra produced by short laser pulses in
atoms (see e.g. [35] and references therein).

Regarding laser-induced molecular processes,
Yudin et al. [38], have shown the importance of the
Coulomb continuum effects in the production of
asymmetric molecular interference in photoionization,
photorecombination, bremsstrahlung and Compton
ionization in Hþ2 molecules. They employed
Coulomb–Volkov wavefunctions to model the interac-
tion between the laser-ionized electron and the two
ionic cores. In further studies, a theoretical description
of x-ray photoionization of Hþ2 based on the sudden

approximation using Coulomb–Volkov continuum

electron wavefunctions, was presented [39]. Finally in
[40] the authors have disentangled the different zoo of
interference structures that appear in photoionization
of Hþ2 molecules by intense laser pulses and have
shown that the Coulomb–Volkov continuum wave
functions are a powerful tool to extract the attosecond
features arising in this laser-induced process.

In this work an extension of the Coulomb–Volkov
distorted-wave approximation (CVA) to describe the
complex near-threshold energy region of photoemis-
sion spectra in Hþ2 is presented. The CVA is considered
as a time-dependent distorted-wave approach [24,25]
and allows us to include the effect of the remaining
ionic cores in the final state at the same level of
approximation as the laser field. In this way, turning
on and off the Coulomb interaction we can directly
probe the effect of the core potential on the dynamics
of the laser-detached electron. The CVA predictions
are compared with values derived from the SFA, i.e.
neglecting the Coulomb influence, and with those
considering the incoherent contribution of the atomic
sites, i.e. neglecting the two center nature of the
molecule considering it as an atomic-like system. With
this analysis we can clearly identify both the Coulomb
contributions and the two center effects in the electron
emission spectra. As in the case of atoms, we show that
the inclusion of the Coulomb potential within the CVA
leads to the appearance of near threshold bouquet-
shape patterns in doubly-differential momentum

distributions.
In the next section we describe the time-dependent

distorted-wave theory extended to the molecular case.
Also the well-known SFA or strong-field approxima-

tion will be pointed out, together with the differences
between the CVA. In Section 3 we discuss results for
the formation of the low-energy structures in the
doubly-differential electron momentum distributions,
together with an analysis of the contributions both of
the Coulomb potential and the two center atomic sites.
Atomic units (au) are used throughout this article
unless otherwise indicated.

2. Theories

We consider the interaction of an Hþ2 molecule with a
short laser pulse, which is described through a time-
dependent electric field along the bz direction (linear
polarization). The explicit expression for the field E(t)
reads

EðtÞ ¼ fðtÞ cosð!0tþ �CEÞbz ; ð1Þ

where !0 is the laser frequency, �CE the relative carrier-
envelope phase, and f(t) is the so-called envelope
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function of the pulse, f(t)¼E0 cos
2(�t/�) for t2 [��/2, �/

2] and 0 otherwise, � being the total duration of the pulse
and E0 the electric field strength. Due to the interaction
with the laser field, the electron initially bounded to
both H nuclei, is emitted to the continuum with
momentum k and energy �f¼ k2/2. Upon the conclusion
of the pulse, we consider the electron to be in an unper-
turbed final state |�fi. We describe the initial electronic
state |�ii as a LCAO, with an hydrogenic 1s state,
centered in each nuclei of the molecule (see above).

The time evolution of the electronic state | (t)i is
governed by the TDSE with a Hamiltonian of the type
H(t)¼H0þVL(t) where H0 is the time independent
molecular Hamiltonian and VL(t)¼ r �E(t) represents
the interaction of the electron with the laser field,
formulated in the length gauge.

We are interested in double-differential electron
momentum distributions, that can be calculated from
the transition matrix Tif, i.e. the T-matrix element
corresponding to the transitions |�ii! |�fi, as follows

dP

dk
¼ jTifj

2: ð2Þ

The transition amplitude Tif can be computed using
different approximations, as we will show next. Further,
according to the internuclear separation mentioned in
the last paragraph, it is possible to analyze the
contribution of each H nucleus independently.

According to the time-dependent distorted wave
theory [41], two different formulations may be used to
calculate the transition amplitude Tif: the post and
prior versions. Following [35] we employ the post
version, that can be written formally as

Tif ¼ �i

ðþ1
�1

dth��f ðtÞjVLðtÞj�iðtÞi; ð3Þ

where ��f ðtÞ is the final distorted-wave function and
�i(t) represent the electronic initial state satisfying

i
@

@t
j�iðtÞi ¼ H0j�iðtÞi ¼

p2

2
þ VC

� �
j�iðtÞi ¼ �ij�iðtÞi;

ð4Þ

where VC¼V1þV2 represents the nuclei potential and
�i¼ 1.1 au (30 eV) the Hþ2 binding energy. For the
initial electronic state we use an LCAO, i.e. the ground
state Hþ2 molecular wave function is taken to be

�iðr;RÞ ¼
1

2½1þ sðRÞ�ð Þ
1=2

 hðr1Þ þ  hðr2Þ½ �; ð5Þ

with  h(r) being the ground state of the hydrogen
atom, r1¼ rþR/2 and r2¼ r�R/2 denote the position
of each H atom and R the equilibrium internuclear
distance (|R|¼ 2 au for an Hþ2 molecule). Furthermore,
s(R)¼ exp(�R)(3þ 3RþR2)/3 is the overlap integral
between the two atomic orbitals.

For the final electronic state, ��f ðtÞ, we can choose
from three different approximations, according to the
choice of the distortion potential to be included
explicitly in the wave function, namely:

(i) If we neglect the laser field also in the exit-
electronic state, i.e. choosing the same electro-
nic HamiltonianH0 as in the entrance channel,
we arrive at

Hfj�
�
f i ¼ H0j�

�
k i ¼ �fj�

�
k i: ð6Þ

Since the solution of one electron in the continuum
of a two Coulombian center is not known, we
should approximate ��k . Several approaches have
been used, e.g. to model electron–molecule colli-
sions (see e.g. [10]). For our purpose we approx-
imate the two-center electronic wave function as
[11,40]

�ð�Þ;TCCk ðr; tÞ ¼ expð�i�ftÞ
expðik � rÞ

2pð Þ3=2
C k; r1ð ÞC k; r2ð Þ

ð7Þ

with

C k; rj
� �

¼ Nð�Þ1F1 �i�; 1;�i krj þ k � rj
� �� �

; j ¼ 1; 2:

ð8Þ

Here, N(�)¼ exp(��/2) �(1þ i�) is the usual
Coulomb normalization factor and �¼Zj/k,
Zj¼ 1 the charge of each ionic core. Each of these
wave functions corresponds to the well-known
solution of the two-body Coulomb continuum
problem with incoming boundary conditions.
Equation (7) is inspired in the Pluvinage-approach
for helium-like systems, with one of the nuclei of
Hþ2 replacing the second electron in the equation of
He (see [8] and references therein).

(ii) If we neglect the Coulomb interactions in the
final channel, i.e. we consider the electron
moving freely in the laser field, it is possible to
write

i
@

@t
j��f ðtÞi ¼ Hfj�

�
f ðtÞi ¼

p2

2
þ VLðtÞ

� �
j��f ðtÞi: ð9Þ

The solution of this last equation are the well-
known Volkov states [42]:

�ð�Þ;Vk ðr; tÞ ¼ expð�i�tÞ
expðik � rÞ

2pð Þ3=2
L
�
V ðk; r;tÞ ð10Þ

with

L
�
Vðk; r; tÞ ¼ exp iA�ðtÞ � r� ik �

ðt
þ1

dt0A�ðt0Þ

�

�
i

2

ðt
þ1

dt0½A�ðt0Þ�2
� ð11Þ
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and A�ðtÞ ¼ �
Ð t
þ1

dt0Eðt0Þ. If we insert the
Volkov state (10) into (3) we have the so-called
SFA [28].
(iii) Combining the exit-channel wave functions (7)

and (10) in a product form, we arrive at the
so-called Coulomb–Volkov final state [43,44]
extended to the Hþ2 case:

�ð�Þ;CVk ðr; tÞ ¼ �ð�Þ;TCCk ðr; tÞL�Vðk; r; tÞ: ð12Þ

Inserting the distorted wave function (12) into the
T-matrix Equation (3) we have the CVA extended
to the Hþ2 molecule. Looking at the details of the
approximations (i) and (ii) we can easily conclude
that both are limiting cases of the approximation in
(iii), namely: performing the limit of Zj! 0 in (7)
we arrive at the SFA and, on the other hand, taking
the limit of L�Vðk; r; tÞ ! 1, we recover (i). The
CVA for atoms was first proposed in [45] based on
the original approaches used in atomic collisions
[46,47]. The CVA for atoms has been extensively
used to study the near-threshold ionization electron
distributions and it was shown to be a powerful
alternative tool to the TDSE approaches (see e.g.
[35] and references therein).

3. Results and discussion

We will analyze the electron momentum distributions
of Equation (2) choosing cylindrical coordinates for
the laser-ionized electron momentum k. The long-
itudinal component of k, i.e. kz, is directed along the
polarization axis z and the transverse component

(k� ¼ ðk
2
x þ k2yÞ

1=2) corresponds to a direction perpen-

dicular to the z-axis. These distributions have already

shown to be an excellent scenario to analyze and study

the relative importance between the electromagnetic

and ionic Coulomb fields in atoms [31,35].

Furthermore, these two-dimensional distributions

have been measured experimentally for rare gases

[29,30]. As we will show next, these 2D plots also

configure a valuable tool to disentangle the inter-

ference features that appear when we use molecular

species as the system under study.
We start by considering the Hþ2 molecule as an

hydrogen-like atom with the same ionization potential,

i.e. we will deliberately neglect the two center nature of

the molecule. To this end, stating that the ionization

potential of the Hþ2 molecule is Ip¼ 30 eV (1.1 au), we

could model the molecular system as an hydrogen-like

atom with an effective chargeZeff¼ 1.48. In Figure 1 we

show a comparison between the predictions of the SFA

(Figure 1(a)) and the CVA (Figure 1(b)) approaches.

We use a laser pulse with a peak field F0¼ 0.163 au, a

central frequency !0¼ 0.55 au and a total duration

�¼ 68.5 au (corresponding to six complete optical

cycles). In all the studied cases we consider cosine like

pulses, i.e. �CE¼ 0 in (1). The Keldysh parameter

(	¼ (!0/F0)(2Ip)
1/2) gives 	¼ 5, indicating the domi-

nance of the multiphoton process (it is necessary for at

least two photons to ionize the Hþ2 molecule with these

laser parameters). We have chosen these laser para-

meters to compare directly our predictions with those

that appeared in atoms [31,35]. In this sense, the SFA

and CVA reproduce the overall above threshold

Figure 1. Double-differential electron momentum distributions (logarithmic scale) in cylindrical coordinates (kz, k�). The
parameters of the field are F0¼ 0.163 au, !0¼ 0.55 au and �¼ 68.5 au (6 cycles). The Hþ2 molecule is considered as an atom with
Ip¼ 30 eV (1.1 au) (see text). The Keldysh parameter is 	¼ (!0/F0)(2Ip)

1/2
¼ 5. (a) SFA and (b) CVA. (The color version of this

figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but the parameters of the field are now F0¼ 0.126 au, !0¼ 0.1125 au and �¼ 446.81 au (8 cycles)
(	¼ (!0/F0)(2Ip)

1/2
¼ 1.32). (a) SFA and (b) CVA. (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of the

journal.)

Figure 3. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center SFA approach with |R|¼ 2 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 1 (	¼ 5). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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ionization (ATI) ring pattern that appear in the ab initio

atomic calculations [31,35]. On the other hand, the near-

threshold bouquet structure is only reproduced by the

CVA. This kind of structure can be attributed to a

dominance of a single partial wave [31]. Finally, since

these atomic-like models do not depend on the

molecular orientation angle, it is not possible to observe

differences for different orientation of the Hþ2 molecule

with respect to the polarization axis (see above).
Rather than a multiphoton process, laser-ioniza-

tion is led by barrier tunneling or even above-barrier

transitions for smaller Keldysh parameters. In Figure 2

we present comparisons between the SFA (Figure 2(a))

and the CVA (Figure 2(b)) for an eight-cycle

(�¼ 447 au) pulse with a peak amplitude for the

electric field F0¼ 0.126 au and a central frequency

!0¼ 0.1125 au, which corresponds to a Keldysh para-

meter 	 ¼ 1.32. This value of 	 could be considered in

the transition zone between the multiphoton and

tunneling regimes. As in the case of the hydrogen

atom analyzed by Arbó et al. [35] the SFA and CVA

models are only in quantitative agreement with the

exact ab initio results. A major difference, however,

appears, namely, the intensity of the ATI rings in the

approximated models decrease much more rapidly

with increasing energy than the TDSE predictions.

This can be easily explained since in both approxi-

mated models re-scattering events are neglected, mean-

while in the TSDE all the laser-induced mechanisms

are included.
Following the arguments pointed out by Arbó et al.

[35] we will concentrate our studies in only two

Keldysh parameter cases: 	¼ 5 and 	¼ 1.32. In these

two cases we could safely argue that the approximated

models, both the SFA and the CVA, and mainly this

latter, can be a valuable alternative to the TDSE

solution schemes.
Our next step is to introduce in the formalisms the

multi-center nature of the Hþ2 molecule and to study

their implications. In Figure 3 we show double

differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2
molecule illuminated by a laser pulse with the same

Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3 but for |R|¼ 6 au (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)
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parameters as in Figure 1, i.e. �¼ 68.5 au,
F0¼ 0.163 au, !¼ 0.55 au and 	¼ 5 and using the
SFA formalism. For the molecule we have used its true
parameters: Ip¼ 1.1 au (30 eV) and |R|¼ 2 au. The
panels represent different orientations of the molecule
with respect to the laser polarization axis (z-axis): (a) 0�

(parallel to the polarization axis), (b) 30�, (c) 45� and
(d) 90� (perpendicular to the polarization axis). Two
main important observations can be made (i) the
distributions seem to be insensitive to the molecular
orientation angle and (ii) for electron energies near the
threshold bouquet-type structures are absent, which is
expected since the Coulomb interaction of the ionic
cores are neglected in the present SFA formalism. A
physical explanation of the former can be traced out in

terms of the De Broglie wavelength of the laser-ionized
electron (see the discussion below).

In order to enhance the molecular features in the
double differential momentum distributions we have
deliberately set the intermolecular distance to
|R|¼ 6 au. Even when the experimental realization of
this situation is unreachable nowadays, this condition
could be naturally created by exciting the Hþ2 molecule
from its ground state, starting from its equilibrium
internuclear distance |R|¼ 2 au, to a dissociative state.
Studies of laser–matter processes using stretched
molecules have been presented already [13,18,48,49].
The double differential electron distributions for this
case, using the SFA formalism and the same laser
parameters as in Figures 1 and 3, are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center SFA approach with |R|¼ 2 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 2 (	¼ 1.32). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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The panels represent different orientations of the Hþ2
molecule with respect to the laser polarization axis

(z-axis): (a) 0� (parallel to the polarization axis), (b) 30�,

(c) 45� and (d) 90� (perpendicular to the polarization

axis). In these plots it is possible to clearly observe

interference fringes as a consequence of the presence of

two atomic centers, i.e. our stretchedmolecule enhances

the interference features. Furthermore, these fringes

rotate as the orientation of the molecule change,

defining a clear line of minima for k�� 0.5 au for the

perpendicular orientation case (90�).
For the sake of completeness we have also

calculated double differential momentum distributions

using the SFA formalism for the case of a Keldysh

parameter 	¼ 1.32. The results are shown in Figures 5

and 6. Although less pronounced and mixed with the

electron path interference [35], it is possible to observe

interference patterns for |R|¼ 6 au (Figure 6) and such

structures are comparable to those shown in Figure 4

since they are independent of the laser parameters (see

discussion below).
A deeper study of the combined effects of the

two competing fields can be performed applying the

CVA model described in (iii) of Section 2. In order

to avoid dealing with two center integrals in the

numerical calculation of (3), we further approximate

the Coulomb continuum wave functions C(k, r1) and

C(k, r2) of (8) by their zeroth order around each

nuclei [50], i.e. C(k, r1)�C(k, R) and C(k, r2)�

C(k, �R), respectively. Using this approximation it is

Figure 6. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center SFA approach with |R|¼ 6 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 2 (	¼ 1.32). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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possible to show an improvement in the description

of the recombination step in the HHG in Hþ2
molecules [11] that is related with the laser-induced

process we are analyzing in this work (see discussion

below). In Figure 7 we plot double differential

momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using

the two center CVA approach. The laser parameters

are as in Figure 1, i.e. �¼ 68.5 au, F0¼ 0.163 au,

!¼ 0.55 au and 	¼ 5. We choose the real inter-

nuclear distance, i.e. |R|¼ 2 au and the panels

represent different molecular orientation angles,

namely: (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�.

Although a clear interference pattern is not visible,

we can observe that the bouquet-type structure is

present and barely changes with the molecular

orientation angle.
As we made in the SFA case, here it is also

interesting to set the internuclear distance to |R|¼ 6 au.

The double differential momentum distributions using

this value of |R| are shown in Figure 8. We can see that

the structures near the threshold are strongly influ-

enced by the orientation angle and it is possible to

observe a clear curved line of minima for 
¼ 90�. This

line tends to a straight line whose limit is k�¼ 0.5 au,

which corresponds to the predictions of the two-slit

formula (see the discussion below).
In order to complete the feasibility of our CVA

formalism, we have calculated double differential

momentum distributions for the case of a Keldysh

parameter 	¼ 1.32. The results are shown in Figures 9

and 10. As in the case of Figures 7 and 8, the structures

near the threshold are now present and for the case of

larger internuclear distance, a clear interference pattern

is also visible.
A better analysis of the interference patterns can be

performed analyzing double differential momentum

distribution (2) as a dipole moment, i.e.

deP
dk
/ h��f jzj�ii; ð13Þ

Figure 7. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center CVA approach with |R|¼ 2 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 1 (	¼ 5). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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since the electric field has only one component along

the z-axis and where only the spatial part of h��f j and
|�ii is used. In this way, we are able to produce a clean

picture of the two center interference, since the path

electron interferences due to the laser field are absent

[31,35]. In Figures 11 and 12 we plot (13) as a function

of the (kz, k�) using the SFA and CVA formalisms.

According to the arguments pointed out above, we

have performed these graphs using |R|¼ 6 au and for

different orientation angles: (a) 0� (parallel to the

polarization axis), (b) 30�, (c) 75� and (d) 90�

(perpendicular to the polarization axis). An interfer-

ence pattern, which changes as the molecule is rotated

in the space, is clearly observable.
We start analyzing a related process in Hþ2

molecules: the HHG. It was demonstrated by Lein

et al. [12] that an interference pattern appears in the

HHG of Hþ2 , when the spectrum of the radiation is

considered in the polarization direction. These

interference minima are mainly dictated by the

recombination step [1], considering the HHG mod-

eled by the three-step or Lewenstein model [28]. The

position of these minima in the HHG spectrum

changes as the molecule changes its orientation

angle. Using a simple argument the minima in the

spectra can be predicted considering that the

electromagnetic radiation is emitted by the two

atomic centers and interfere with each other [13].

Considering the recombination step in the length

gauge for Hþ2 [11] and analyzing only recombination

along the laser polarization axis [13], we can argue

that it has the same functional structure of (13).

Additionally, in our laser-induced ionization process

the situation is even richer, since we have at our

disposal a two electron momentum distribution to

study and analyze the interference patterns. It was

already shown by Torres [51] that the characteristics

of the molecular orbital can leave footprints in the

electronic dipole moment, analyzed as dipole maps.

As was mentioned in this work, the strong-field

ionization of molecules presents a promising alter-

native in order to extract molecular structure due to

its simpler implementation from an experimental

point of view.

Figure 8. Same as in Figure 7 but for |R|¼ 6 au. (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)
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By considering that an interference minima should

appear when [13]:

k � R ¼ ð2nþ 1Þp; ð14Þ

n being an integer, we can write (14), using our

cylindrical coordinates (kz, k�), as:

kzR cos 
 þ k�R sin 
 ¼ ð2nþ 1Þp; ð15Þ


 being the angle that the Hþ2 subtends with the

polarization angle (z-axis). Replacing in (15) |R|¼ 6 au

we have

kz cos 
 þ k� sin 
 ¼ ð2nþ 1Þ
p
6
: ð16Þ

Consequently, the interference patterns should

emerge in the two-dimensional electron distributions

as straight lines given by Equation (16). In Figure 11

we have superimposed these straight lines, to the

dipole transition matrix distributions (13), for (a) 0�

(parallel to the polarization axis), (b) 30�, (c) 75� and

(d) 90� (perpendicular to the polarization axis). We

can observe that the agreement between the predic-
tions of the CVA and (16) is almost perfect when the

energy (momentum) of the electron is sufficiently

high. The presence of the patterns on this region

configure a challenge from an experimental point of

view, since the cross-sections associated with these
electron energies are very small indeed. Nevertheless,

considering an adequate set of laser parameters, a

substantial part of the interference picture present in

Figure 11 could be observable.
From the interference patterns predicted by the

CVA formalism (Figure 11) it would be possible, in

principle, to retrieve the intramolecular distance |R|, as

well as its orientation angle 
. The internuclear

distance |R| can be calculated starting from the
position of the line of minima as a function of kz or

k� (see Figure 11). As an example, we can extract the

position of the kz when k�¼ 4 au from Figure 11(a), i.e.

kz� 0.5 au. Since this figure corresponds to 
¼ 0�, we

Figure 9. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center CVA approach with |R|¼ 2 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 2 (	¼ 1.32). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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can invert (15) setting n¼ 0 and obtain the value of

|R|� 6 au, which corresponds to the value set up in the
numerical calculations. The retrieval of the orientation

angle is more involved, but can be obtained, however,
from Figure 11, as follows. From Figure 11(a) we can

observe that for 
¼ 0� the lines of minima correspond
to straight lines parallel to the k�-axis. Consequently,

we could argue that the angle between kz and k�, i.e.

the slope of the straight lines, form an angle that is
complimentary to 
. Consequently, from panels (b) or

(c) of Figure 11 we can easily obtain the value of 

as 
¼ (�/2)� tan�1(k�/kz). Considering the SFA

formalism of Figure 12 we can observe that, even
when an interference pattern is present, the position of

the lines of minima are not at the positions predicted

by (16), although the slope is the same as in the CVA
case.

We can also give physical arguments to explain why

near the threshold the interference patterns are absent.
When the De Broglie wavelength associated with the

laser-ionized electron, i.e. �¼ 2�/k is larger than the

distance between the two atomic centers |R|, the

electron is not able to resolve the molecular structure.

On the other hand, for a sufficient energetic electron,

we have that the electron can serve as a probe of the

molecular properties. Since, k2 ¼ k2z þ k2�, it is possible

to define a circle of constant radius k in the k-plane to

approximately separate these two regions. In Figure 13

we can observe how these predictions behave for

|R|¼ 2 au and for |R|¼ 6 au.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

We have calculated double-differential electron

momentum distributions for laser-induced ionization

of Hþ2 molecules using an extension of the CVA for this

particular molecular case. To this end we have proposed

a model for the final electronic state, in which the laser-

ionized electron is influenced by the two remaining

atomic cores. On the other hand, we have pointed out

the differences of the CVA model with the SFA, in

Figure 10. Double differential momentum distributions for the Hþ2 molecule using the two center CVA approach with |R|¼ 6 au.
The parameters of the field are as in Figure 2 (	¼ 1.32). (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 45� and (d) 90�. (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)
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which the Coulomb interaction is completely neglected

after the end of the laser pulse.
The results show a concrete influence of the two

atomic centers, giving origin to an interference picture.

Considering an atomic-like model for the Hþ2 molecule

it is possible to observe the absence of this feature,

consequently supporting our asseveration that it is

intrinsically a characteristic of the molecule. In order

to enhance the two center nature of the distributions

we have deliberately stretched the molecule to empha-

size it. In these calculations it is possible to observe

how the interference picture varies when the molecule

is rotated with respect to the polarization axis of the

electromagnetic radiation.

Figure 11. Double differential momentum distributions predicted by the CVA model for the Hþ2 molecule using the time
independent dipole moment (13) with |R|¼ 6 au (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 75� and (d) 90�. The dashed lines correspond to the solution of
the two-slit formula (see text). (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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Ultimately, the information present in the double-

differential electron momentum distributions could be

used to extract information about both the inter-

nuclear distance and the orientation angle. As in the

case of atoms, a complex structure for electron energies

near the threshold is only accounted for when the

Coulomb interaction is included in the formalism.

Therefore, the present approach has the potential to be

a valuable alternative to the ab initio methods, as was

already demonstrated in the case of atoms. In order to

compare theoretical predictions with real experiments,

it is commonly argued as a fundamental requisite to

perform an average over the laser intensities, where the

formalism presented in this work could play an

important role, due to its easy and fast numerical

implementation.

Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 but using the SFA model. (a) 0�, (b) 30�, (c) 75� and (d) 90�. The dashed lines correspond
to the solution of the two-slit formula (see text). (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of the
journal.)
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